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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
manufacturing a leaf spring device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Leaf spring devices made from leaves which
are each a plate-shaped steel (steel plate) are often used
in suspension apparatuses of vehicles (particularly,
heavy duty vehicles).
[0003] In recent years, there has been a demand for a
reduction in the weight of vehicles. In response to this,
there is a demand for a reduction in the weight of the leaf
spring devices. Therefore, a high stress design has
drawn attention in which: a material is heat-treated to
have a higher hardness and thus have a higher fatigue
strength (see Japanese Patent Application Publication
No. 2011-255432. CN 102011 821 B discloses a method
according to the preamble of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0004] An increase in the hardness (an increase in the
fatigue strength) of a steel plate, however, results in a
decrease in the toughness (ductility) of the steel plate. A
decrease in the toughness of a connecting section (eye
section) connected to the vehicle body makes fatigue
fracture and delayed fracture more likely to occur in the
connecting section. Thus, it is desirable that the connect-
ing section of the leaf spring device have higher tough-
ness.
[0005] In view of this, an object of the present invention
is to provide a method of manufacturing a leaf spring
device that achieves both of high fatigue strength and
preferable toughness of a connecting section.

Solution to Problem

[0006] To solve the above problems, the present in-
vention is a method of manufacturing leaf spring device
according to claim 1.
[0007] According to the present invention, the connect-
ing section of the leaf spring device is tempered at the
higher temperature than the elastic section. Since the
main leaf is made of the steel plate, the toughness of the
connecting section is increased by tempering the con-
necting section at the higher temperature. Meanwhile,
since the elastic section is tempered at a lower temper-
ature, fatigue strength of the elastic section is increased.
These make it possible to manufacture the leaf spring
device which includes: the connecting section with the
higher toughness; and the elastic section with the higher
fatigue strength. According to the present invention, the

fatigue strength of the auxiliary leaf included in the leaf
spring device by being stacked on the main leaf is raised
to the same level as the elastic section of the main leaf.
[0008] According to the present invention, the eye sec-
tion formed in the eye section forming step is tempered
in the high-temperature tempering step. This makes it
possible to manufacture the leaf spring device which in-
cludes the eye section with higher toughness.
[0009] According to the invention of claim 2, the Brinell
hardness of the elastic section of the main leaf is made
higher than 461 HBW, and the Brinell hardness of the
connecting section is made 461 HBW or less. Further-
more, the hardness (Brinell hardness) of the connecting
section is be made lower than the hardness (Brinell hard-
ness) of the elastic section, and the leaf spring device
including the connecting section whose toughness is
higher than that of the elastic section is manufactured.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0010] According to the present invention, it is possible
to provide: a leaf spring device which includes a leaf with
high fatigue strength, and in which suitable toughness is
secured for a connecting section; and a method of man-
ufacturing the leaf spring device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a leaf spring device
attached to a chassis.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the leaf spring device.
FIG. 3 is a magnified view of an eye section.
FIG. 4A is a diagram illustrating a first step in a main
manufacturing process of a method for manufactur-
ing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 4B is a diagram illustrating a second step in a
main manufacturing process of a method for manu-
facturing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 4C is a diagram illustrating a third step in a main
manufacturing process of a method for manufactur-
ing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 4D is a diagram illustrating a fourth step in a
main manufacturing process of a method for manu-
facturing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 5A is a diagram illustrating a fifth step in a main
manufacturing process of a method for manufactur-
ing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 5B is a diagram illustrating a sixth step in a main
manufacturing process of a method for manufactur-
ing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 5C is a diagram illustrating a seventh step in a
main manufacturing process of a method for manu-
facturing the leaf spring device.
FIG. 5D is a diagram illustrating an eighth step in a
main manufacturing process of a method for manu-
facturing the leaf spring device.
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FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a heating temperature
for tempering.
FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating a process of tempering
a main leaf which includes the eye sections.
FIG. 8A is a diagram illustrating a partial-heating de-
vice for high-frequency heating the eye sections.
FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating a partial-heating de-
vice for resistance heating the eye sections.
FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating measurement points
on the main leaf at which to measure Brinell hard-
ness.
FIG. 9B is a table of illustrating the Brinell hardness
(HBW) at each measurement point.
FIG. 9C is a graph of illustrating the Brinell hardness
(HBW) at each measurement point.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0012] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described in detail with reference to the draw-
ings as appropriate.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a leaf spring de-
vice attached to a chassis.
[0014] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the leaf spring device 1
is provided to a vehicle body (chassis 10) of a heavy-
duty vehicle (not illustrated) such as a truck, and supports
an axle 11.
[0015] The leaf spring device 1 includes a main spring
2 and a helper spring 3. The helper spring 3 is placed
over the main spring 2. Incidentally,
the leaf spring device 1 does not have to include the
helper spring 3.
[0016] The leaf spring device 1 includes eye sections
20a. Each eye section 20a serves as a connecting sec-
tion for connecting the leaf spring device 1 and the chas-
sis 10. Two eye sections 20a are formed in two ends of
the main spring 2, respectively.
[0017] The chassis 10 is made of a frame extending in
the front-rear direction of the heavy-duty vehicle, and in-
cludes attachment portions (a front attachment portion
12, and a rear attachment portion 13) to which to attach
the leaf spring device 1. The front attachment portion 12
is placed in front of the rear attachment portions 13.
[0018] The front attachment portion 12 is made of a
bracket, and is attached to a side surface of the chassis
10 with multiple bolts. The front attachment portion 12
includes a front spindle 12a which extends in a direction
in which the front spindle 12a projects from the side sur-
face of the chassis 10.
[0019] The rear attachment portion 13 is made of a
bracket, and is attached to the side surface of the chassis
10 with multiple bolts. An arm portion 13b configured to
swing in the front-rear direction along the chassis 10 is
attached to the rear attachment portion 13. The arm por-
tion 13b includes a rear spindle 13a which extends in a
direction in which the rear spindle 13a projects from the
side surface of the chassis 10.
[0020] One eye section 20a of the leaf spring device 1

is fitted around the front spindle 12a of the front attach-
ment portion 12, while the other eye section 20a is fitted
around the rear spindle 13a of the rear attachment portion
13.
[0021] As discussed above, the main spring 2 of the
leaf spring device 1 is attached to the chassis 10 with the
front attachment portion 12 and the rear attachment por-
tion 13.
[0022] The chassis 10 includes restriction brackets 14
for restricting upward movement of the helper spring 3.
The restriction brackets 14 are disposed on two end por-
tions of the helper spring 3, and press the helper spring
3 from above.
[0023] A housing 11a is attached to the leaf spring de-
vice 1. The housing 11a is suspended from the leaf spring
device 1, for example with a U bolt 11b. The housing 11a
rotatably supports the axle 11. A wheel W is attached to
the axle 11.
[0024] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the leaf spring
device. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the main spring 2 is made
from multiple stacked leaves (one main leaf 20 and two
auxiliary leaves 21 in the embodiment). Meanwhile, the
helper spring 3 is made from multiple stacked leaves
(three auxiliary leaves 21 in the embodiment).
[0025] The main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21
included in the main spring 2 are each an elongated steel
plate extending along the chassis 10 (see FIG. 1), and
arched. When the wheel W (see FIG. 1) is attached to
the axle 11 (see FIG. 1), a part of the wheel W, which is
located on the same side as the projecting parts of the
main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21, comes into con-
tact with the road surface. In other words, the main spring
2 is made from the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves
21 stacked one on another while curving downward (to-
ward the road surface).
[0026] It should be noted that the material of the main
leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 of the present invention
is SUP9 (a spring steel), for example.
[0027] Also, the helper spring 3 is made from the three
auxiliary leaves 21 stacked one on another while curving
downward (toward the road surface).
[0028] The eye sections 20a each serving as the con-
necting section for connecting the leaf spring device 1
and the chassis 10 (see FIG. 1) are formed in the respec-
tive two longitudinal-direction ends of the main spring 2.
The main spring 2 is attached to the chassis 10 with the
eye sections 20a.
[0029] It should be noted that unlike the eye sections
20a, the other section of the main leaf 20 serves as an
elastic section 20b which generates elastic force when
bent. The eye sections 20a are formed in the end portions
(the two end portions) of the elastic section 20b, respec-
tively.
[0030] The leaf spring device 1 is attached to the chas-
sis 10 (see FIG. 1) with the eye sections 20a. Thus, the
eye sections 20a provide no displacement relative to the
chassis 10, or generate no elastic force. Unlike the eye
sections 20a, the other section of the leaf spring device
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1 is bent by being displaced relative to the chassis 10,
and generates elastic force.
[0031] The main spring 2 is made from the main leaf
20 and the two auxiliary leaves 21 stacked one on another
in order from above. In other words, the main leaf 20 is
placed uppermost.
[0032] In addition, the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary
leaves 21 curve downward. Thereby, the main spring 2
is shaped curving downward.
[0033] The main leaf 20 and the two auxiliary leaves
21 thus stacked are fastened together with clip members
(main spring clips 4). Each main spring clip 4 includes a
main body portion 4a, a clip bolt 4b, a clip nut 4c, a clip
pipe 4d, and a fixing bolt 4e.
[0034] The main body portion 4a is a U-shaped frame
member whose upper portion is open. The main body
portion 4a is fitted to the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary
leaves 21 from under, and surrounds the main leaf 20
and the auxiliary leaves 21 except from above.
[0035] The clip bolt 4b is joined to the upper portion of
the main body portion 4a. For example, in a case where
the main body portion 4a is made by bending a flat plate,
bolt holes 4a1 through which to insert the clip bolt 4b are
made in the main body portion 4a. Above the uppermost-
disposed main leaf 20, the clip bolt 4b is inserted from
one bolt hole 4a1 to the other bolt hole 4a1 in the main
body portion 4a, and the clip nut 4c is screwed onto the
clip bolt 4b. The clip pipe 4d is provided surrounding the
clip bolt 4b which extends from the one bold hole 4a1 to
the other bolt hole 4a1. In other words, the clip bolt 4b is
inserted through the clip pipe 4d.
[0036] Incidentally, reference sign 4b1 denotes a
washer (a spring washer or the like) to be disposed be-
tween the clip bolt 4b and the main body portion 4a.
[0037] Meanwhile, a screw hole (not illustrated) is
formed in the lowermost-disposed auxiliary leave 21 at
a position to which the main body portion 4a is fitted. The
fixing bolt 4e is screwed into this screw hole from under
the main body portion 4a. The main body portion 4a is
fastened and fixed to the lowermost-disposed auxiliary
leave 21 with the fixing bolt 4e.
[0038] The main leaf 20 and the two auxiliary leaves
21 stacked are fastened together with an appropriate
number of main spring clips 4 (two main spring clips 4 in
FIG. 2).
[0039] The helper spring 3 is made from the three aux-
iliary leaves 21 stacked one on another. Each auxiliary
leave 21 curves downward. Thereby, the helper spring
3 is shaped curving downward.
[0040] The thus-stacked three auxiliary leaves 21 are
fastened together with a clip member (a helper spring
clip 5). The helper spring clip 5 includes a main body
portion 5a, a clip bolt 5b, a clip nut 5c, a clip pipe 5d, and
a fixing bolt (not illustrated).
[0041] The helper spring clip 5 has the same structure
as the main spring clips 4, and fastens the three auxiliary
leaves 21 together. The stacked auxiliary leaves 21 are
fastened together with an appropriate number of helper

spring clip 5 (one helper spring clip 5 in FIG. 2).
[0042] It should be noted that a screw hole (not illus-
trated) into which to screw the fixing bolt (not illustrated)
is formed in the lowermost-disposed auxiliary leaf 21 in
the helper spring 3, like the main leaf 2.
[0043] A bolt hole 1a is formed in the longitudinal-di-
rection center portions of the main spring 2 and the helper
spring 3. The bolt hole 1a extends through the main leaf
20 and the two auxiliary leaves 21 in the main spring 2,
as well as the three auxiliary leaves 21 in the helper spring
3.
[0044] After the helper spring 3 is disposed above the
main spring 2, a center bolt 1b is inserted through the
bolt holes 1a of the main spring 2 and the helper spring
3, and a bolt nut 1c is screwed onto the center bolt 1b.
For example, the center bolt 1b penetrates through the
main spring 2 and the helper spring 3 from under, and
the bolt nut 1c is screwed onto the center bolt 1b from
above.
[0045] In this manner, the helper spring 3 is fastened
and fixed to the main spring 2 with the center bolt 1b.
[0046] It should be noted that a spacer 1d may be dis-
posed between the main spring 2 and the helper spring
3, and above the helper spring 3, depending on the ne-
cessity.
[0047] The eye sections 20a are formed in the two end
portions of the main spring 2. The eye sections 20a each
serve as the connecting section for connecting the leaf
spring device 1 and the chassis 10 (see FIG. 1). Bushes
22a are inserted into the eye sections 20a, respectively.
[0048] FIG. 3 is a magnified view of the eye section.
[0049] In the main spring 2, each eye section 20a is
formed by rolling the corresponding end portion of the
uppermost-disposed main leaf 20, in the main spring 2,
upward to the inside in a circular form. Specifically, each
eye section 20a is formed by rolling the corresponding
end portion of the elastic section 20b upward to the inside
in a circular form. In addition, a gap G1 is formed at the
inner end portion of the eye section 20a (between the
inner end portion of the eye section 20a and the elastic
section 20b).
[0050] It should be noted that one end (or the two ends)
of the auxiliary leaf 21 located second from the top in the
main spring 2 may be rolled around the corresponding
one of (or the two) eye sections 20a formed in the main
leaf 20. This structure will provide a backup function in
case of damage on the eye section(s) 20a.
[0051] The bushes 22a to be inserted into the respec-
tive eye sections 20a are formed to have the outer diam-
eter ϕD1 which is slightly larger than the inner diameter
ϕD2 of the eye sections 20a (ϕD1 > ϕD2). Each bush
22a is press-fitted into the corresponding eye section
20a. The eye section 20a retains the bush 22a by the
elasticity of the steel plate formed into the main leaf 20.
[0052] The bush 22a is formed from a metal-made out-
er cylinder 210 in which a metal-made inner cylinder 211
is provided, and an elastic member 212 is disposed be-
tween the outer cylinder 210 and the inner cylinder 211.
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The elastic member 212 is made of an elastic material
such as rubber. The front spindle 12a of the front attach-
ment portion 12 (see Fig. 1) or the rear spindle 13a of
the rear attachment portion 13 (see Fig. 1) is inserted
into the inner cylinder 211. The leaf spring device 1 is
attached to the chassis 10 (see FIG. 1) using the bushes
22a respectively provided to the eye sections 20a.
[0053] FIGS. 4A to 4D and 5A to 5D are diagrams il-
lustrating a main manufacturing process of a method for
manufacturing the leaf spring device. FIGS. 4A to 4D are
the diagrams respectively illustrating first to fourth steps.
FIGS. 5A to 5D are the diagrams respectively illustrating
fifth to eighth steps.
[0054] The leaf spring device 1 is manufactured
through the eight steps from the first step (material cut-
ting) illustrated in FIG. 4A to the eighth step (leaf assem-
bling and coating) illustrated in FIG. 5D as main manu-
facturing steps.

<<First Step (material cutting)>>

[0055] In the first step (material cutting) illustrated in
FIG. 4A, a steel plate 200 is cut into pieces whose shapes
correspond to the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves
21. For example, a cutting machine 100 cuts the steel
plate 200 with a width equal to that of the leaf spring
device 1 into a piece with a length equal to that of the
main leaf 20 and pieces with lengths equal to those of
the auxiliary leaves 21.
[0056] Furthermore, in the first step, a punching ma-
chine 101 or the like processes the bolt holes 1a in the
main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21. The screw holes
(not illustrated) into which to screw the fixing bolt 4e (see
FIG. 2) are also formed in the first step.

<<Second Step (End Portion Heating)>>

[0057] In the second step (end portion heating) illus-
trated in FIG. 4B, an end portion heater 102 heats the
end portions of the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves
21. Furthermore, in the second step, a pressing machine
103 or the like processes the end portions of the main
leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 into any shapes (proc-
esses into tapered shapes and the like depending on the
necessity). For example, when the main leaf 20 and the
auxiliary leaves 21 are each tapered toward their two
longitudinal-direction ends, the leaves (the main leaf 20
and the auxiliary leaves 21) can be formed each to have
a smaller plate thickness at their two end portions and a
larger plate thickness at their center portions.

<<Third Step (Eye Processing)>>

[0058] In the third step (eye processing) illustrated in
FIG. 4C, each eye section 20a is formed in the main leaf
20. In the third step, the main leaf 20 is pressed against
a die 104a using a bending hook 104b. Thereafter, the
end portion of the main leaf 20 is cut using a cutter 104c,

and is curved. Subsequently, while the main leaf 20 is
held by a pressing member 104d, the end portion of the
main leaf 20 is rolled by a die 104e. Thereby, the eye
section 20a is formed there.
[0059] Furthermore, in the case where as illustrated in
FIG. 3, the eye section 20a is covered with the end portion
of the auxiliary leaf 21, the end portion of the auxiliary
leaf 21 is formed into a shape corresponding to that of
the eye section 20a in the third step.
[0060] Besides, note that the third step (eye process-
ing) is not performed on the auxiliary leaves 21. The eye
processing in the third step is an eye section forming
process to form the eye section 20a to be the connecting
section.

<<Fourth Step (Whole Heating and Camber Forming)>>

[0061] In the fourth step (whole heating and camber
forming) illustrated in FIG. 4D, a whole-heating device
105 heats the entirety of the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary
leaves 21. Thereafter, a press device 106 presses (hot-
processing) the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21,
and thereby forms the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary
leaves 21 into an arched shape (into a cambered shape).

<<Fifth Step (Oil Quenching and Tempering)>>

[0062] In the fifth step (oil quenching and tempering)
illustrated in FIG. 5A, in a quenching furnace 107, the
main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 are heated and
thereafter oil-quenched by being rapidly cooled with oil.
The oil quenching increases the fatigue strength of the
main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21.
[0063] Thereafter, the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary
leaves 21 are put into a tempering furnace 108 and tem-
pered therein. Inside the tempering furnace 108, the main
leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 are heated to a pre-
determined temperature, and thereafter slowly cooled.
The tempering increases the toughness of the main leaf
20 and the auxiliary leaves 21. The tempering in the fifth
step is a tempering step (normal-tempering step) of tem-
pering the elastic section 20b of the main leaf 20 in order
to increase the toughness thereof.

<<Sixth Step (Eye Tempering)>>

[0064] In the sixth step (eye tempering) illustrated in
FIG. 5B, the eye sections 20a of the main leaf 20 are
tempered at a higher temperature than in the fifth step.
In the sixth step, a partial-heating device 109 heats and
tempers the eye sections 20a of the main leaf 20. The
partial-heating device 109 heats and tempers the eye
sections 20a at the higher temperature than in the fifth
step. Incidentally, in the sixth step, unlike the eye sections
20a, the other section (the elastic section 20b) of the
main leaf 20 is cooled (slowly cooled). In other words,
the slow cooling after the quenching in the fifth step con-
tinues into the sixth step. On the other hand, the sixth
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step (eye tempering) is not applied to the auxiliary leaves
21. As discussed above, neither the elastic section 20b
of the main leaf 20 nor the auxiliary leaves 21 are tem-
pered in the sixth step. This means that the auxiliary
leaves 21 are tempered at the same temperature as the
elastic section 20b of the main leaf 20.
[0065] The eye tempering in the sixth step is a high-
temperature tempering step of tempering the eye sec-
tions 20a at the higher temperature than the elastic sec-
tion 20b.
[0066] It should be noted that although FIG. 5B illus-
trates the high-temperature tempering step of tempering
the eye sections 20a as the sixth step which comes after
the normal tempering step (the fifth step), the high-tem-
perature tempering step and the normal tempering step
may be performed in a single step.
[0067] For example, the normal tempering step (the
fifth step) may be configured such that the partial-heating
device 109 heats and tempers only the eye sections 20a
at the high temperature. This configuration makes it pos-
sible to perform the high-temperature tempering step and
the normal tempering step in a single step.

<<Seventh Step (Shot-Peening and Undercoating)>>

[0068] In the seventh step (shot-peening and under-
coating) illustrated in FIG. 5C, the main leaf 20 and the
auxiliary leaves 21 are shot-peened, and thereafter un-
dercoated. In the shot-peening process, a shot blasting
device 111 fires shots (small particles 111a) at the main
leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21. The shot-peening
increases fatigue strength of the main leaf 20 and the
auxiliary leaves 21 by producing a compressive residual
stress layer in the surfaces of the main leaf 20 and the
auxiliary leaves 21.
[0069] In the undercoating process, a coating device
110 sprays an undercoating material to the main leaf 20
and the auxiliary leaves 21.

<<Eighth Step (Leaf Assembling and Coating)>>

[0070] In the eighth step (leaf assembling and coating)
illustrated in FIG. 5D, the leaf spring device 1 is assem-
bled and thereafter coated.
[0071] In the leaf assembling process, the main spring
2 is assembled by stacking the main leaf 20 and the aux-
iliary leaves 21 one on another. In this process, the main
leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 are fastened together
with the main spring clips 4. Meanwhile, the helper spring
3 is assembled by stacking the three auxiliary leaves 21
one on another. In this process, the three auxiliary leaves
21 are fastened together with the helper spring clip 5.
Thereafter, the helper spring 3 is attached to the main
spring 2. The main spring 2 and the helper spring 3 are
fastened and fixed together with the center bolt 1b and
the bolt nut 1c. Thereby, the leaf spring device 1 is as-
sembled.
[0072] Furthermore, in the coating process, the thus-

assembled leaf spring device 1 is coated. In this process,
a spray gun 112 sprays the coating paint to the leaf spring
device 1. Thereby, the leaf spring device 1 is coated.
[0073] Incidentally, there is a case where various tests
including a load test are performed before the coating
process.
[0074] The leaf assembling in the eighth step is an as-
sembling step of assembling the leaf spring device 1 by
stacking the main leaf 20, including the leaf eye sections
20a, and the auxiliary leaves 21, including no leaf eye
sections 20a, one on another.
[0075] The leaf spring device 1 assembled through the
first to eighth steps illustrated in FIGS. 4A to 4D and 5A
to 5D is subjected to tests needed for its shipment. There-
after, the leaf spring device 1 is packed and shipped.
[0076] As discussed above, the leaf spring device 1 of
the embodiment is manufactured mainly through the
eight steps from the first step (see FIG. 4A) to the eighth
step (see FIG. 5D). The fifth step is the normal-tempering
step in which the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves
21 are tempered in order to increase their fatigue
strength.
[0077] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a heating tem-
perature for the tempering.
[0078] It should be noted that in the graph of FIG. 6,
the vertical axis represents the heating temperature (T)
while the horizontal axis represents an elapsing time (H).
[0079] The tempering of the steel plate at a high tem-
perature (temperature th°C illustrated in FIG. 6) increas-
es the toughness of the steel plate, but decreases the
fatigue strength of the steel plate. In other words, the
tempering of the steel plate at a lower temperature (tem-
perature tl°C illustrated in FIG. 6) makes it possible to
secure higher fatigue strength for the steel plate. How-
ever, the steel plate with the increased fatigue strength
has lower toughness.
[0080] As illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, the bushes 22a
are press-fitted into the respective eye sections 20a.
Each bush 22a is formed to have the outer diameter ϕD1
which is slightly larger than the inner diameter ϕD2 of the
eye section 20a. When the bush 22a is press-fitted into
the eye section 20a, the eye section 20a remain having
the residual stress. Meanwhile, as discussed above, the
leaf spring device 1 is attached to the chassis 10 (see
FIG. 1) with the eye sections 20a which each serves as
the connecting section. The load of the axle 11 (see FIG.
1) is inputted into the leaf spring device 1. Thus, external
force is inputted into the eye sections 20a from the front
spindle 12a (see FIG. 1) or the rear spindle 13a (see FIG.
1) of the chassis 10.
[0081] As discussed above, the press-fitting of the
bushes 22a into the eye sections 20a produces the re-
sidual stress in the eye sections 20a, while the external
force is inputted into the eye sections 20a from the chas-
sis 10. Accordingly, fatigue fracture and delayed fracture
have tendency to occur in the eye sections 20a.
[0082] In order to effectively inhibit the fatigue fracture
and the delayed fracture from occurring in the eye sec-
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tions 20a, it is desirable that the eye sections 20a have
higher toughness. With this taken into consideration, in
the sixth step (the high-temperature tempering step)illus-
trated in FIG. 5B in the embodiment, the eye sections
20a are tempered at the higher temperature than in the
fifth step in order to increase the toughness of the eye
sections 20a.
[0083] FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating a process of tem-
pering the main leaf which includes the eye sections.
[0084] It should be noted that in the graph in FIG. 7,
the vertical axis represent a heating temperature (T)
while the horizontal axis represents an elapsing time (H).
[0085] As illustrated in FIGS. 4C, 4D, 5A and 5B, in
the process of manufacturing the leaf spring device 1
(see FIG. 2), the main leaf 20 (see FIG. 2) with the eye
sections 20a (see FIG. 2) formed therein is tempered in
the fifth and sixth steps.
[0086] The tempering in the fifth step of the embodi-
ment is performed such that the entirety of the main leaf
20 is tempered. The tempering in the sixth step of the
embodiment is performed such that the eye sections 20a
are tempered at the temperature higher than in the fifth
step.
[0087] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the tempering in the fifth
step is performed such that: the heating temperature is
set at a predetermined temperature (tl°C); and the en-
tirety of the main leaf 20 is tempered (normal-tempered)
for a predetermined length of time (0 to h1 seconds).
[0088] In the sixth step, a partial tempering is per-
formed such that: the heating temperature is set at a pre-
determined temperature (th°C); and only the eye sections
20a are tempered (high temperature-tempered) for a pre-
determined length of time (h1 to h2 seconds). The heating
temperature (th°C) in the sixth step is set higher than the
heating temperature (tl°C) in the fifth step (th > tl).
[0089] It should be noted that the heating temperature
(tl°C) and the heating length of time (0 to h1 seconds) in
the fifth step are determined appropriately depending on
the fatigue strength required for the main leaf 20. Mean-
while, the heating temperature (th°C) and the heating
length of time (h1 to h2 seconds) in the sixth step are
determined appropriately depending on the toughness
and the like required for the eye sections 20a of the main
leaf 20.
[0090] Furthermore, the bold dashed line in FIG. 7 rep-
resents a decrease in the temperature of the portion (the
elastic section 20b of the main leaf 20) not being tem-
pered in the sixth step.
[0091] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the toughness of the eye
sections 20a (see FIG. 2) is increased by, in the sixth
step, tempering the eye sections 20a at the higher tem-
perature than in the fifth step. Thus, in the main leaf 20
(see FIG. 2), the toughness of the eye sections 20a be-
comes higher than the toughness of the elastic section
20b (see FIG. 3), as well as the fatigue fracture and de-
layed fracture of the eye sections 20a are inhibited.
Meanwhile, the elastic section 20b of the main leaf 20 is
not high temperature-tempered in the sixth step, and ac-

cordingly remains having its high fatigue strength. In oth-
er words, the employment of the manufacturing method
of tempering the main leaf 20 in the two steps, that is to
say the fifth and sixth steps, makes it possible to manu-
facture the main leaf 20 which includes: the elastic sec-
tion 20b with the high fatigue strength; and the eye sec-
tions 20a with the high toughness.
[0092] It should be noted that when the manufacturing
process is changed from the fifth step into the sixth step
illustrated in FIG. 5A, the main leaf 20 is transferred from
the tempering furnace 108 into the partial-heating device
109. During the transfer, the temperature of the main leaf
20 becomes lower. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 7, the tem-
perature of the main leaf 20 (the eye sections 20a) slightly
decreases while the manufacturing process is changed
from the fifth step into the sixth step.
[0093] FIG. 8A is a diagram illustrating a partial-heating
device for high-frequency heating the eye sections. FIG.
8B is a diagram illustrating a partial-heating device for
resistance heating the eye sections.
[0094] In the sixth step (the high-temperature temper-
ing step) illustrated in FIG. 5B, the partial heating is per-
formed such that only the eye sections 20a (see FIG. 2)
are heated. To this end, in the sixth step, the eye sections
20a are heated using either of the partial-heating devices
109 illustrated as examples in FIGS. 8A and 8B.
[0095] As long as the partial-heating devices 109 are
configured to perform the partial heating for heating only
the eye sections 20a, no specific restriction is imposed
on their structure or heating method.
[0096] As one example, the partial-heating device 109
for high-frequency heating the eye sections 20a is illus-
trated in FIG. 8A. This partial-heating device 109 includes
a coil section 109a and an alternating-current power sup-
ply 109b.
[0097] The coil section 109a is inserted into each eye
section 20a of the main leaf 20, and is wound along the
eye section 20a. The alternating-current power supply
109b makes an alternating current with a predetermined
frequency flow through the coil section 109a. Magnetic
force occurs in the coil section 109a because of electro-
magnetic induction. This magnetic force causes an eddy
current in the eye section 20a. The eddy current gener-
ates Joule heat, which heats the eye section 20a. Since
the Joule heat is generated in an area where the eddy
current occurs, the partial-heating device 109 including
the coil section 109a to be inserted into the eye section
20a performs the partial heating for heating only the eye
section 20a.
[0098] In the sixth step (see FIG. 5B) of the process of
manufacturing the leaf spring device 1 (see FIG. 2), the
alternating-current power supply 109b of the partial-heat-
ing device 109 makes the alternating current with a volt-
age for heating the eye section 20a of the main leaf 20
to the predetermined temperature (th°C) illustrated in
FIG. 7 flow to the coil section 109a. This state is held for
the predetermined length of time (h1 to h2 seconds) il-
lustrated in FIG. 7. Thereafter, the eye section 20a is
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cooled (slowly cooled).
[0099] As another example, a partial-heating device
109 for resistance heating the eye section 20a of the
main leaf 20 is illustrated in FIG. 8B. This partial-heating
device 109 includes a pair of electrodes 109c, and a di-
rect-current power supply 109d. The pair of electrodes
109c is attached to the two ends of the eye section 20a.
[0100] The direct-current power supply 109d makes a
direct current flow between the electrodes 109c attached
to the eye section 20a. In the eye section 20a, the direct
current flows from one electrode 109c to the other elec-
trode 109c. While the direct current flows in between, the
eye section 20a generates heat due to its own resistance.
Thereby, only the eye section 20a is heated.
[0101] In the sixth step (see FIG. 5B) of the process of
manufacturing the leaf spring device 1 (see FIG. 2), the
direct-current power supply 109d of the partial-heating
device 109 makes the direct current with a voltage for
heating the eye section 20a of the main leaf 20 to the
predetermined temperature (th°C) illustrated in FIG. 7
flow between the electrodes 109c. This state is held for
the predetermined length of time (h1 to h2 seconds) il-
lustrated in FIG. 7. Thereafter, the eye section 20a is
cooled (slowly cooled).
[0102] As discussed above, as illustrated in FIG. 2, the
leaf spring device 1 of the embodiment includes: the main
spring 2 made from the single main leaf 20 and the two
auxiliary leaves 21 stacked one on another; and the help-
er spring 3 made from the three auxiliary leaves 21
stacked one on another.
[0103] The main spring 2 includes the stacked main
leaf 20 having the eye sections 20a.
[0104] In the manufacturing process (in the fifth step
illustrated in FIG. 5A), the entirety of the main leaf 20 is
tempered by being heated to the predetermined temper-
ature (tl°C) illustrated in FIG. 7. Thereafter (in the sixth
step illustrated in FIG. 5B), the eye section 20a is tem-
pered by being heated to the predetermined temperature
(th°C) illustrated in FIG. 7. The heating temperature
(th°C) in the sixth step is set higher than the heating tem-
perature (tl°C) in the fifth step.
[0105] Thus, since the eye sections 20a (see FIG. 2)
are tempered at the higher temperature than the other
section (the elastic section 20b) of the main leaf 20 (see
FIG. 2), the toughness of the eye sections 20a increases.
[0106] The higher toughness of the eye sections 20a
increases the durability of the eye sections 20a against
the stress remaining on the eye sections 20a after the
bushes 22a (see FIG. 2) are press-fitted into the eye sec-
tions 20a. This inhibits the delayed fracture of the eye
sections 20a. The delayed fracture is inhibited from oc-
curring particularly while the leaf spring device 1 is on
the market.
[0107] Furthermore, the eye sections 20a have higher
durability against the external force inputted from the
front spindle 12a (see FIG. 1) and the rear spindle 13a
(see FIG. 1) of the chassis 10. This inhibits the fatigue
fracture of the eye sections 20a. The fatigue fracture is

inhibited from occurring particularly when a long period
of time elapses after the leaf spring device 1 is put on
the market.
[0108] Meanwhile, since unlike the eye sections 20a,
the other section (the elastic section 20b) of the main leaf
20 is not tempered at a high temperature, the other sec-
tion (the elastic section 20b) of the main leaf 20 has high
fatigue strength. Thereby, the main leaf 20, even though
thinner, obtains high fatigue strength required in the mar-
ket, and has an increased durability strength enough to
satisfy the market needs.
[0109] On the other hand, the auxiliary leaves 21 are
not tempered at a high temperature after the fatigue
strength of the auxiliary leaves 21 are increased in the
tempering in the fifth step (the tempering at tl°C illustrated
in FIG. 7). Thus, the auxiliary leaves 21, even though
thinner, obtains high fatigue strength required in the mar-
ket.
[0110] Accordingly, in a case where the leaf spring de-
vice 1 (see FIG. 2) made from the above-discussed main
leaf 20 and the above-discussed auxiliary leaves 21
stacked one on another is used in a suspension appara-
tus of a vehicle, the suspension apparatus has higher
durability strength. This largely decreases the likelihood
that the fatigue fracture and the delayed fracture occur
when a long period of time elapses after the leaf spring
device 1 is put on the market.
[0111] As discussed above, the leaf spring device 1
(see FIG. 2) can be made by stacking the thin main leaf
20 and the thin auxiliary leaves 21. This makes it possible
to effectively reduce the weight of the leaf spring device 1.
[0112] FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating measurement
points on the main leaf at which to measure Brinell hard-
ness. FIG. 9B is a table of illustrating the Brinell hardness
(HBW) at each measurement point. FIG. 9C is a graph
of illustrating the Brinell hardness (HBW) at each meas-
urement point.
[0113] It should be noted that in the graph of FIG. 9C,
the vertical axis represents the Brinell hardness (HBW),
and the horizontal axis represents the measurement
points.
[0114] "NEW" in each of FIGS. 9B and 9C shows re-
sults of, at the measurement points A1 to A8 and B1 to
B6 illustrated in FIG. 9A, measuring the Brinell hardness
(HBW) of the main leaf 20 of the leaf spring device 1
manufactured through the process (the first to eighth
steps) of manufacturing the leaf spring device 1 (see FIG.
2) illustrated in FIGS. 4A to 4D and 5A to 5D.
[0115] It should be noted that: the measurement points
A1 to A8 are measurement points set on the eye section
20a; and the measurement points B1 to B6 are meas-
urement points set on the elastic section 20b.
[0116] In addition, "SP1" in each of FIGS. 9B and 9C
represents comparative data on the Brinell hardness (at
the measurement points A1 to A8 and B1 to B6) of a
sample 1 whose entirety is normal-tempered in the fifth
step illustrated in FIG. 5A but is not high temperature-
tempered at the sixth step. "SP2" in each of FIGS. 9B
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and 9C represents comparative data on the Brinell hard-
ness (at the measurement points A1 to A8 and B1 to B6)
of a sample 2 whose entirety is high temperature-tem-
pered at the sixth step illustrated in FIG. 5B. Incidentally,
in FIG. 9C, the sample 1 (SP1) is indicated with a dashed
line; the sample 2 (SP2) is indicated with a chain line;
and the embodiment (NEW) is indicated with a solid line.
[0117] The measurement points are determined as fol-
lows. The measurement point B1 is at the center of the
main leaf 20. The measurement points B2 to B6 equally
divide the distance of the elastic section 20b from the
measurement point B1. Meanwhile, the measurement
points A1 to A8 equally divide the circle of the eye section
20a.
[0118] As illustrated in FIGS. 9B and 9C, the Brinell
hardness at the measurement points A1 to A8 and B1 to
B6 of the sample 1 (SP1) whose entirety was normal-
tempered in the fifth step illustrated in FIG. 5A but was
not high temperature-tempered at the sixth step was in
a range of 438 HBW to 451 HBW.
[0119] As a whole, the main leaf 20 like this has higher
fatigue strength. In contrast, the eye section 20a has low-
er toughness, and is thus more likely to cause the fatigue
fracture and the delayed fracture.
[0120] Meanwhile, the Brinell hardness at the meas-
urement points A1 to A8 and B1 to B6 of the sample 2
(SP2) whose entirety was normal-tempered in the fifth
step illustrated in FIG. 5A and was further high temper-
ature-tempered at the sixth step was in a range of 464
HBW to 471 HBW.
[0121] As a whole, the main leaf 20 like this has higher
toughness. Thus, the fatigue fracture and the delayed
fracture of the eye section 20a are inhibited. In contrast,
the elastic section 20b has lower fatigue strength.
[0122] As for the main leaf 20 manufactured with the
manufacturing method (the method of manufacturing the
leaf spring device) of the embodiment, as illustrated in
FIGS. 9B and 9C, the Brinell hardness at the measure-
ment points A1 to A8 of the eye section 20a was in a
range of 438 HBW to 444 HBW, whereas the Brinell hard-
ness at the measurement points B1 to B6 of the elastic
section 20b was in a range of 471 HBW to 477 HBW.
[0123] In other words, since the entirety of the main
leaf 20 is normal-tempered in the fifth step illustrated in
FIG. 5A and only the eye section 20a is thereafter high
temperature-tempered in the sixth step, the Brinell hard-
ness of the eye section 20a is made lower than that of
the elastic section 20b.
[0124] In sum, the manufacturing method (the method
of manufacturing the leaf spring device) of the embodi-
ment makes it possible to manufacture the main leaf 20
(the leaf spring device 1) including: the eye section 20a
with the higher toughness; and the elastic section 20b
with the higher fatigue strength.
[0125] FIGS. 9A to 9C illustrate: the measurement
points on the illustrated half of the main leaf 20 relative
to the center (the measurement point B1); and the meas-
ured values there. Substantially similarly, the Brinell

hardness is distributed in the unillustrated half of the main
leaf 20 as well.
[0126] It should be noted that what is known about the
main leaf 20 is that: if the Brinell hardness of the eye
section 20a is equal to or lower than 461 HBW, the eye
section 20a has toughness sufficient as a product; and
if the Brinell hardness of the elastic section 20b is higher
than 461 HBW, the elastic section 20b has fatigue
strength sufficient as a product. Accordingly, the eye sec-
tion 20a (whose Brinell hardness is in the range of 438
HBW to 444 HBW) and the elastic section 20b (whose
Brinell hardness is in the range of 471 HBW to 477 HBW)
obtained through the manufacturing method of the em-
bodiment sufficiently satisfy their respective performanc-
es required as the products.
[0127] It should be noted that the present invention can
be carried out by changing the design depending on the
necessity within the scope of the present invention, as
defined in the appended claims.
[0128] For example, the undercoating in the seventh
step illustrated in FIG. 5C may be achieved as a step of
dipping the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21 into
undercoating paint filled in a container. Similarly, the
coating in the eighth step illustrated in FIG. 5D may be
achieved as a step of dipping the leaf spring device 1
into coating paint filled in a container.
[0129] Furthermore, the shape of the eye section 20a
(see FIG. 3) is not limited to the circular form into which
the end portion of the main leaf 20 (see FIG. 3) is rolled
upward to the inside. The shape of the eye section 20a
may be a circular form into which the end portion of the
main leaf 20 is rolled downward to the inside. Further-
more, the shape of the eye section 20a is not limited to
the circular form, the eye section 20a may be shaped like
other polygons such as a rectangle.
[0130] Moreover, the leaf spring device 1 (see FIG. 2)
may be made from the single main leaf 20 (see FIG. 2)
alone without including the auxiliary leaves 21 (see FIG.
2). Otherwise, the leaf spring device 1 may be made from
the main leaf 20 and at least one auxiliary leave 20
stacked one on another.
[0131] In addition, the material (steel) of the main leaf
20 (see FIG. 3) and the auxiliary leaves 21 (see FIG. 2)
is not limited to SUP9 (one of the spring steels). In a case
where a plate made from a steel different from SUP9 is
used for the main leaf 20 and the auxiliary leaves 21, the
Brinell hardness (HBW) of the eye section 20a (see FIG.
2) and the Brinell hardness (HBW) of each elastic section
20b (see FIG. 2) are appropriately set depending on the
characteristics of the steel plate uses as the material. No
matter what material the steel plate of the main leaf 20
is made of, the elastic section 20b has fatigue strength
sufficient as a product if the Brinell hardness of the elastic
section 20b is higher than 461 HBW, and the eye section
20a has toughness (durability) sufficient as a product if
the Brinell hardness of the eye section 20a is equal to or
lower than 461 HBW.
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Reference Signs List

[0132]

1 leaf spring device
20 main leaf (leaf)
20a eye section (connecting section)
20b elastic section
21 auxiliary leaf (leaf)

Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a leaf spring device (1)
including a main leaf (20) and at least one auxiliary
leaf respectively made of a steel plate, comprising
sequentially:

providing a main leaf spring (20) comprising an
elastic section (20b) configured to generate
elastic force when bent; and a connecting sec-
tion (20a) extending from an end of the elastic
section (20b);
providing at least one auxiliary leaf (20) including
no connecting section;
an eye section forming step of forming an eye
section (20a) serving as the connecting section
by rolling the end portion of the elastic section
into a circular form;
a first-tempering step of tempering the elastic
section (20b) of the main leaf (20) and the at
least one auxiliary leaf (21) at a first temperature;
the method being characterised in that it fur-
ther comprises:

a second-tempering step of tempering the
eye section (20a) at a second temperature
higher than the first temperature; and in that
it further comprises
an assembling step of assembling the leaf
spring device (1) by stacking the main leaf
(20) with the eye section (20a) tempered at
the second temperature and the elastic sec-
tion (20b) tempered at the first temperature
on the at least one auxiliary leaf (21), the at
least one auxiliary leaf including no eye sec-
tion.

2. The method for manufacturing the leaf spring device
of claim 1,
wherein the elastic section (20b) tempered at the
first temperature has a Brinell hardness higher than
461 HBW, and
wherein the the eye section (20a) tempered at the
second temperature has a Brinell hardness of 461
HBW or less.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Blattfedervorrich-
tung (1), die ein Hauptblatt (20) und mindestens ein
Hilfsblatt beinhaltet, die jeweils aus einer Stahlplatte
hergestellt sind, umfassend der Reihe nach:

Bereitstellen einer Hauptblattfeder (20), die ei-
nen elastischen Abschnitt (20b) umfasst, der ge-
staltet ist, beim Biegen elastische Kraft zu er-
zeugen; und einen Verbindungsabschnitt (20a),
der sich von einem Ende des elastischen Ab-
schnitts (20b) erstreckt;
Bereitstellen mindestens eines Hilfsblatts (20),
das keinen Verbindungsabschnitt beinhaltet;
einen Ösenabschnittbildungsschritt zum Bilden
eines Ösenabschnitts (20a), der als der Verbin-
dungsabschnitt dient, indem das Endteil des
elastischen Abschnitts zu einer kreisförmigen
Form gerollt wird;
einen Erst-Temperschritt zum Tempern des
elastischen Abschnitts (20b) des Hauptblatts
(20) und des mindestens einen Hilfsblatts (21)
bei einer ersten Temperatur; wobei das Verfah-
ren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es wei-
ter umfasst:
einen Zweit-Temperschritt zum Tempern des
Ösenabschnitts (20a) bei einer zweiten Tempe-
ratur, die höher als die erste Temperatur ist; und
dass es weiter
einen Zusammenstellungsschritt zum Zusam-
menstellen der Blattfedervorrichtung (1) durch
Stapeln des Hauptblatts (20) mit dem Ösenab-
schnitt (20a), der bei der zweiten Temperatur
getempert wurde, und des elastischen Ab-
schnitts (20b), der bei der ersten Temperatur
getempert wurde, auf dem mindestens einen
Hilfsblatt (21) umfasst, wobei das mindestens
eine Hilfsblatt keinen Ösenabschnitt beinhaltet.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Blattfedervorrich-
tung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der elastische Abschnitt (20b), der bei der ers-
ten Temperatur getempert wurde, eine Brinell-Härte
von höher als 461 HBW aufweist und
wobei der Ösenabschnitt (20a), der bei der zweiten
Temperatur getempert wurde, eine Brinell-Härte von
461 HBW oder weniger aufweist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication d’un dispositif de ressort à
lames (1) incluant une lame principale (20) et au
moins une lame auxiliaire respectivement faite d’une
plaque d’acier, comprenant séquentiellement les
étapes consistant à :
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fournir un ressort à lames principales (20) com-
prenant une section élastique (20b) configurée
pour générer une force élastique lorsqu’elle est
pliée ; et une section de raccordement (20a)
s’étendant depuis une extrémité de la section
élastique (20b) ;
fournir au moins une lame auxiliaire (20) n’in-
cluant aucune section de raccordement ;
une étape de formation de section d’œillet con-
sistant à former une section d’œillet (20a) ser-
vant de section de raccordement en enroulant
la partie d’extrémité de la section élastique en
une forme circulaire ;
une étape de première trempe consistant à
tremper la section élastique (20b) de la lame
principale (20) et l’au moins une lame auxiliaire
(21) à une première température ;
le procédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il com-
prend en outre :

une étape de seconde trempe consistant à
tremper la section d’œillet (20a) à une se-
conde température supérieure à la premiè-
re température ;
et en ce qu’il comprend en outre
une étape d’assemblage consistant à as-
sembler le dispositif de ressort à lames (1)
en empilant la lame principale (20) avec la
section d’œillet (20a) trempée à la seconde
température et la section élastique (20b)
trempée à la première température sur l’au
moins une lame auxiliaire (21), l’au moins
une lame auxiliaire n’incluant aucune sec-
tion d’œillet.

2. Procédé de fabrication du dispositif de ressort à la-
mes selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la section élastique (20b) trempée à la
première température présente une dureté Brinell
supérieure à 461 HBW, et
dans lequel la section d’œillet (20a) trempée à la
seconde température présente une dureté Brinell de
461 HBW ou moins.
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